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From Europe down to Asia and possibly sometime soon 

in the Middle East and Africa, a new dawn is emerging, 

and it has to do with how old ways of doing business are 

moving aside for the new.

LNG bunkering may not have caught up in many parts 

of the world, but it is making people in Asia sit up and 

take notice.

Singapore, which is world’s largest bunkering hub, is 

moving headlong. It is providing a wide range of marine 

fuels for the shipping vessels of the future.

It is also pioneered the world’s first LNG ship engine 

twelve years ago. 

And myriad studies are underway to test the viability of 

LNG as a marine fuel and Singapore will test operational 

protocols, gain operational experience, and continue 

to beef up Singapore’s capabilities in the areas of LNG 

bunkering to ensure LNG bunkering is carried out safely, 

efficiently, and reliably.

Not just Singapore. The zeitgeist unanimously across the 

world has been just that: LNG Bunkering and nothing else.

CROSSING
BUNKERING’S 

RUBICON

EDITORIAL

And to meet today’s demands, there are more customised 

barges, more customised vessels, more LNG cargoes, and 

more of everything linked to LNG. 

It is an epochal moment to say the least. The mythical 

Rubicon has been crossed and what was once old stew in 

all its myriad forms and particulates are gone. In comes 

a new era of promise in cleaner, and less polluting kind 

of gas, which is what LNG is all about.  (LNG is extracted 

from natural gas and chilled at -160c).

But is it really that – of a cleaner, less polluting kind of 

a substitute? 

It has already dawned on one too many, that LNG is 

replete with methane; the very gas compound that carries 

the highest concentrations of carbon dioxide. Substituting 

one noxious gas for another may not appear like an 

epochal move!

Jaya Prakash

Editor

Picture from Manila Times 
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EXXONMOBIL, 
MITSUBISHI 

HEAVY INDUSTRIES FORM CARBON 
CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE

ExxonMobil and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) have joined forces to deploy 

MHI’s leading CO2 capture technology as part of ExxonMobil’s end-to-end carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) solution for industrial customers.

The joint effort combines ExxonMobil’s and MHI’s years of expertise in the industry 

and strengthens the companies’ ability to provide customers with solutions that 

will help advance the energy transition. By working together, the companies will 

provide industrial customers with the confidence that their CCS projects will be 

designed, built, and executed effectively.

The companies have agreed to leverage their combined operating and engineering 

experience and core science capabilities with the support from The Kansai Electric 

Power Co., Inc. (KEPCO) to advance carbon capture technologies that could reduce 

the cost of CO2 capture for heavy-emitting industrial customers. The joint effort 

will build upon KM CDR Process® and Advanced KM CDR Process®, developed 

by MHI and KEPCO, the only liquid amine carbon capture technology commercially 

demonstrated at greater than 1 million metric tons per year.

“We’re excited to offer our large industrial customers the only complete carbon 

capture, transportation and storage solution in the market,” said Dan Ammann, 

president of ExxonMobil Low Carbon Solutions. “Adding Mitsubishi Heavy Industries’ 

leading carbon capture technology to ExxonMobil’s transportation and storage 

capabilities enables this compelling offering.”

ExxonMobil has more than 30 years of experience capturing and transporting 

CO2 and safely injecting it into geological formations. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

is the world’s largest licensor of post-combustion CO2 

capture technology and has been developing it for more 

than three decades. 

The company’s record includes 14 commercial CO2 cap-

ture plants already delivered worldwide.

“Carbon capture and storage technology and innovation 

are critical to our path to net zero,” said Kenji Terasawa, 

president and CEO, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Engi-

neering, Ltd. “As an expert in advanced engineering, MHI is 

committed to leading the way in achieving decarbonization 

goals through strategic collaboration and investments in 

new technologies. We look forward to partnering with 

ExxonMobil to continue advancing carbon capture tech-

nologies to provide essential carbon neutrality solutions for 

various industries.”

ExxonMobil and MHI have worked together to build world-

scale petrochemical plants over the past two decades 

in Baytown, Corpus Christi, and Singapore. This CCS 

partnership continues the companies’ commitment to 

developing solutions for the energy transition on their 

paths to net zero.

MHI Group declared “MISSION NET ZERO” last year and is 

committed to building an innovative solutions ecosystem 

to realize a carbon-neutral future and achieve its net 

zero ambitions within its own operations by 2040. This 

includes strengthening its decarbonization technology 

offerings, such as developing a CCUS (Carbon Capture, 

Utilization and Storage) value chain and advancing 

hydrogen solutions.

ExxonMobil Low Carbon Solutions is working to bring lower-

emission technologies to market, making them acces-

sible to hard-to-decarbonize industries, including its 

recent agreement with a leading global manufacturer of 

nitrogen and hydrogen products in Louisiana. It is focusing its 

carbon capture and storage efforts on point-source emissions, 

the process of capturing CO2 from industrial activity that 

would otherwise be released into the atmosphere. Once 

captured, the CO2 is injected into deep, underground 

geologic formations for safe, secure and permanent storage.

Have you read 
our other magazine?

See us on the web at 
www.petrominonline.com
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Linchpin nations for Asia’s energy transition assessed in 

the report – Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Japan, Pakistan, 

Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh, China, 

Malaysia, Singapore, and South Korea – remain heavily 

dependent on fossil fuels for power generation. On aver-

age, the 13 Asian countries assessed “depend on coal, oil, 

and natural gas to meet 77% of their electricity demands, 

with over half (seven out of ten) relying on fossil fuels for 

at least 80% of power generation.”

The report further underlines that financial institutions are 

responsible for contributing to Asia’s reliance on fossil 

fuels. On average, “renewable energy accounts for only 

14% of Asian banks’ energy financing over the past six 

years…with no discernible upward trend.” Meanwhile, 

only 21% of all “outstanding energy investments” by Asian 

investors as of September 2022 supported renewable 

energy-based projects.

“The conclusions from our new report confirm that no 

meaningful shift in energy financing and investments 

across Asia is contributing to neither a just nor any actual 

transition since the Paris Agreement,” said Ms. Bernadette 

Victorio, Program Lead, FFA. “Funding decisions toward 

continued fossil fuels financing, as well as unambitious 

plans to achieve net-zero emissions by Asian governments, 

derail Asia from aligning with the 1.5 degrees Celsius 

target. FFA calls on the Asian financial sector and leaders 

to develop and urgently implement policies that facilitate 

a real shift from fossil fuels to renewables, while ensuring 

that the rights and well-being of the most vulnerable 

communities are safeguarded.”

“Adding renewable energy alternatives alongside more 

coal-fired power plants will not limit global temperatures 

from rising above 1.5 degrees Celsius,” said Mr. Niall 

O’Connor, Centre Director, SEI Asia. “Without stronger 

government policies that chart a clear, inclusive, and 

equitable path from fossil fuels to renewables, Asia will 

continue to experience an ‘energy addition,’ as opposed 

to a ‘just energy transition.’ The most vulnerable and 

under-privileged communities are already paying the 

greatest price.”

To overcome obstacles, the report offers Asian governments, 

financial institutions, and investors detailed recommendations 

to align with FFA’s 9 principles for a just energy transition. 

These 9 principles are:

No financing for new coal projects for electricity 

generation and phasing out existing coal-based power 

generation

Development of a time-bound transition away from 

other fossil fuels for electricity generation

Active investment in renewable energy generation.

Long-term planning and strategies to mitigate the 

adverse environmental and social impacts of renewables

Respect for land rights and Free, Prior and Informed 

Consent (FPIC), and clear policies for community 

participation, gender sensitivity and consultation with 

CSOs in large energy projects

Protection of the rights of workers and mainstreaming 

of Human Rights Due Diligence (HRDD) during the 

energy transition.

Safeguarding the health, livelihoods, culture and heritage 

of communities impacted by the continued use of fossil 

fuels.

Active and meaningful engagement and participation of 

women in the energy transition.

Investments in access to electricity for all.

FINANCING
THE COMING TRANSITION 

Fair Finance Asia (FFA), in collaboration with Stockholm Environment Institute 

(SEI) and research partners Profundo and Strategia Development Research 

Institute (SDRI), have launched a new report, “Financing the Just Transition: 

Powering Asia’s Sustainable Energy Future.” Based on energy sector financing 

and investments flows data from 13 selected Asian countries during the period 

2016 to September 2022, the study culminates with two broad and overarching 

conclusions:

FFA and SEI (2022). Financing the Just Transition: Powering Asia’s Sustainable 

Energy Future.

Asia is experiencing an ‘energy addition’ rather than an energy transition due 

to the slow uptake of climate and energy policies adopted by Asian policymak-

ers, financial regulators, as well as banks and investors in Asia and beyond. 

This means that increasing volumes of renewable energy generating capacity 

are added to currently dirty and fossil-intensive grids, leading to no net change 

in global greenhouse gas emissions.

The ‘justice’ element of Asia’s prospective energy transition (or ‘addition,’ as 

argued above) is largely being overlooked and side-lined, particularly its 

implications for the most at-risk groups in society. Critically pertinent social 

considerations concerning decent jobs, gender inclusion, and indigenous 

rights, to name a few, are grossly omitted from national climate and energy 

policies, which suggests that whatever manifestation of an energy ‘addition’ or 

‘transition’ that evolves has the potential to pose major and disadvantageous 

threats to under-privileged, under-resourced, and vulnerable minority groups 

across the region.

MARKET NEWS 
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Bunker standards and protection

To protect all parties engaged in bunkering within its 

jurisdiction, the Maritime Port Authority of Singapore 

(MPA) enforces a set of standards for bunkering. While 

bunkering OPL can save time and costs, shipowners can 

lose the protection automatically offered by the MPA’s 

codes. Bunker suppliers operating at OPL may not 

operate to the MPA’s high standards or participate in the 

accreditation scheme. 

Higher risk locations

Bunkering in open waters at OPL can expose the vessel to 

additional risks, typically:

• Maritime security – the risk of piracy and robbery 

remains present in the Malacca Straits and the 

Singapore Strait. In 2021, there were 49 reported 

incidents in the Singapore Strait alone.

• Weather and sea conditions – this can increase the 

risk of damage to both the receiving vessel and the 

bunker barge as well as threat of a bunker spill.

• Collisions – bunkering in busy waters introduces 

an increased risk of contact with another vessel.

Disputed jurisdictions

Some sea areas outside Singapore port limits are the 

subject of territorial disputes. In the event of an incident 

or casualty while bunkering at Singapore OPL, costs 

and responsiveness can be impacted by uncertainties 

and conflicts over which country has jurisdiction in 

the matter.

Illegal anchoring

Malaysia and Indonesia enforce restrictions on unauthorised 

or illegal anchoring and bunkering in the waters they claim.

Both countries have detained ships alleged to have been 

engaged in such activities in their waters. Shipowners 

have been fined or forced to pay significant amounts 

to obtain the release of their vessels, potentially after 

significant delays, and in circumstances where the 

legitimacy of the demand/payment is sometimes unclear 

– which can create difficulties for the Club when asked 

to reimburse them.

Take precautions

When considering bunkering at Singapore OPL or ordered 

to do so by a charterer, consider the risks involved in doing 

so outside the scope of the MPA’s codes of practice.

Where a charterer orders, or a bunker supplier proposes, 

bunkering at a specific position at Singapore OPL, the 

Owner should, provided it is able to do so under the 

terms of the relevant charterparty, resist doing so unless 

provided with proof in the form of an official circular or 

notice issued by the Malaysian or Indonesian maritime 

authorities confirming that the nominated position is in 

an area that is authorised for bunkering operations.

The above article appeared in My North and was written 

by Peter Scott. North is a global maritime insurer.  

BUNKERING 
OUTSIDE SINGAPORE PORT LIMITS 

MAY SEEM AN ATTRACTIVE 
PROPOSITION FOR OWNERS AND 
CHARTERERS ALIKE, BUT IT IS NOT 

WITHOUT ITS RISKS

Bunkering outside port limits (OPL) was once common practice. Though it may 

be less prevalent in recent times, bunkering operations continue to occur in 

these waters, and parties considering engaging in such operations should be 

aware of the issues that could arise.

FEATURE NEWS  

Photo: Unsplash - ian-simmonds-XrDbdmqsPdk
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Singapore will test operational protocols, gain operational 

experience, and continue to beef up Singapore’s capabilities 

in the areas of LNG bunkering to ensure LNG bunkering 

is carried out safely, efficiently, and reliably.

LNG Bunker Supplier Licences

In January 2016, MPA announced Pavilion Gas Pte Ltd 

and FueLNG Pte Ltd (a joint venture between Shell and 

Keppel) as the successful bidders for MPA’s LNG bunker 

supplier licence following a Request for Proposal launched 

in July 2015.

Co-Funding Programme to Support Building of 

LNG-fuelled vessels

In Sep 2015, MPA announced that co-funding of S$12 

million have been allocated towards supporting the build-

ing of LNG-fuelled vessels, capped at S$2mil per vessel.

Waiver of Craft Dues for LNG-fuelled Harbour Craft and 

Port Dues Incentives for Ocean-going Vessels using LNG-

fuelled Harbour Craft in the Port of Singapore

To encourage the uptake of LNG bunkers by local har-

bour craft, MPA will waive 5 years of craft dues for new 

LNG-fuelled harbour craft that register with MPA between 

1 Oct 2017 and 31 Dec 2019.

To complement this effort, MPA will also grant additional 

10% port dues concession for qualifying vessels that 

engage LNG-fuelled harbour craft for their port operations 

between 1 Oct 2017 and 31 Dec 2019.

Technical Reference 56 for LNG Bunkering

Launched officially on 28 Apr 2017 during the Singapore 

Maritime Week 2017, the Technical Reference (TR) 56 

provides a reliable and transparent framework for LNG 

bunkering operations in Singapore and comprises the 

following:

1. Requirements for custody transfer

2. Procedures and safety distances

3. Competency requirements for personnel

International Co-operation

To deepen cooperation and information sharing in relation 

to LNG bunkering, an MOU was signed in October 2016 

by MPA, Antwerp Port Authority, Japan’s Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT), Norwegian 

Maritime Authority, Port of Jacksonville (represented by JAX 

Chambers), Port of Zeebrugge, Port of Rotterdam Authority 

and the Ulsan Port Authority. Three more members, Port of 

Ningbo-Zhoushan, Port of Vancouver and Port of Marseille, 

joined the MOU in July 2017 bringing the total number 

of members to eleven.

Through the MOU, Singapore aims to:

1. establish a network of LNG bunker-ready ports 

across the East and the West to encourage the 

adoption of LNG bunker by ship owners.

2. deepen cooperation and information sharing in 

relation to LNG bunkering; and

3. promote the adoption of LNG as a marine fuel by 

coordinating with international organisations and 

private operators.

The above article is from Singapore’s Maritime Port Authority. 

This is a reproduction. 

SINGAPORE’S 
LNG BUNKERING 

PILOT PROGRAMME INITIATIVE

Overview

As the world’s largest bunkering hub, Singapore is committed to providing a 

broad range of fuel solutions, including LNG, to meet the future energy needs 

of the global shipping industry.

FEATURE NEWS  

Photo: Unsplash - peter-leong--Iihfr8mnvU
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THE LNG
LAY OF THE LAND 

CHINA 

It was touted as “solidifying the excellent bilateral relations” between China and 

Qatar and “help meet China’s growing energy needs”. 

That quote came from the head of Qatar Energy, Saad al-Kaabi who enthused 

over one of the longest LNG deals in history between two sovereign nations. 

The pact’s cachet is its long-term deal of 27 years wherein Qatar Energy will 

supply the gas to Sinopec over the said period. The sensitive issue of the prices 

of the gas was left out, though the Platts JKM, the benchmark price for spot LNG 

in northeast Asia, hit a record high $56.33/MMBtu on Oct. 6, 2021, and was 

at $27.924/MMBtu on Jan. 31, still about three times higher than at the end of 

January 2021.

 

The great boon of the deal is its longevity. China with its economy slowly awak-

ening from the COVID slumber and with 22 terminals dotted around its ex-

panse sorely needs the gas, until and when it develops renewable sector as a 

viable alternative.

The pact between China Petrochemical Corp, or Sinopec, and Qatar’s state 

petroleum firm Qatar Energy is for the supply of 4 million metric tons of LNG per 

year, through nearly 2050.

Sinopec Chairman Ma Yongsheng was quoted by Qatar News Agency as saying 

that his company “attaches great importance to the cooperation with Qatar-

Energy” and the project would meet the needs of the Chinese market and 

“  LNG HAS REGAINED 

ITS CLOUT AFTER THE PAN-

DEMIC-INDUCED 

MELTDOWN OF THE LAST 

TWO YEARS. FROM CHINA 

TO KOREA AND JAPAN, THE 

THREE NATIONS WHERE LNG 

HAS MONOPOLISED DEBATE 

AND DELIBERATIONS AND 

POWERED THEIR RESPECTIVE 

ECONOMIES IN A SNUB TO 

FOSSIL FUELS, LNG HAS 

‘RETURNED’ TO SEEK ITS 

PRIDE OF PLACE.  ”JAYA PRAKASH LOOKS AT THE LAY 

OF THE LNG IN NORTH ASIA.

COUNTRY REPORT

reflects “Sinopec’s commitment to a low-carbon, green, 

safe, responsible and sustainable development path”.

According to Port News Shanghai Port will become China’s 

first port with Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) bunkering ser-

vice capability, now that the first comprehensive local regu-

lations on the Lin-gang Special Area of China (Shanghai) 

Pilot Free Trade Zone have been approved.

The regulations will be put into force on March 1, 2022, 

and Shanghai Port will witness the first order for LNG 

bunkering business in mid-March, according to the 

Management Committee of the Lin-gang Special Area of 

China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone.

According to the 17th article, enterprises administered 

by the Lin-gang Special Area can pilot new types of fuel-

bunkering business on international navigation ships after 

winning approval.

“It also means that Shanghai Port will become the third port 

in the world with LNG bunkering service capability after 

Rotterdam Port in the Netherlands and Singapore Port,” 

said Li Ting, a staff member at the Management Committee 

of the Lin-gang Special Area.

The world’s largest liquefied natural gas bunkering ship — 

a vessel that uses LNG for power and which can refuel 

other LNG ships — was delivered for use on Tuesday after it 

was rebuilt in the Nansha district of Guangzhou, Guang-

dong province.

The vessel, the Hai Yang Shi You 301, has now become the 

first LNG bunkering ship with a filling function in China in the 

wake of its reconstruction, according to a statement released 

by Guangzhou Shipyard International Co on Tuesday.

The vessel, with a total length of 184.7 meters and a width 

of 28.1 meters can load more than 30,000 cubic meters of 

LNG, the statement said.

The vessel can provide ship-to-ship refueling service for large 

LNG fuel powered vessels berthing at domestic coastal ports, 

the statement said.

It is the first LNG bunker independently designed, built, 

managed and operated in China.

Before it was reconstructed by GSI, the Hai Yang Shi You 301, 

which was officially put into operation in September 2015, 

operated between LNG terminals in China’s coastal areas.

Picture from China daily shows the world’s largest LNG bunker vessel. 
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KOREA

According to news reports Korea Gas Corporation had 

received the world’s largest liquefied natural gas (LNG) 

bunkering vessel K Lotus from Hyundai Mipo Dockyard 

on 16 March. The vessel according to Offshore Energy, 

has dimensions of 166 metres in length, 24.4 metres in 

width, and 12.9 metres in height. It features Finland’s 

tech group Wärtsilä’s cargo handling system. Moreover, 

it is equipped with a cylindrical LNG tank, which has 

the highest safety and reliability according to the IMO. 

Therefore, it can safely transport LNG at a cryogenic 

temperature of minus 163 degrees.

According to the Korea Register (KR), LNG bunkering 

vessel, conventional LNGC uses BOG as fuel occurring 

from fuel, therefore LNGC doesn’t need additional LNG 

as fuel. But LNG fueled ships need bunkering and with an 

increasing number of LNG fueled ships, LNG bunkering is 

becoming more important.

As more LNG bunkering is needed, oil majors are expanding 

their LNG-BV fleets, ordering many LNG-BV from highly 

skilled Korean shipyards. According to LNG supply fore-

casts shale gas development means LNG demand will grow 

and LNG bunkering will increase too.

LNG fueled vessels and bunkering use closely related 

technology and with increased interest from shipowners, 

technical needs are increasing.KR is developing its survey 

technology and conducting more research.

With the support of the Korean Agency for Technology and 

Standards, KR has made two ISO standards covering 

“integrated performance test procedure for LNG Fuel Gas 

Supply System (FGSS) for ship” with Korea Marine Equipment 

Research Institute (KOMERI).

ISO/DIS 22547 Ship and marine technology - Performance 

test procedure for high-pressure pump in LNG Fuel Gas 

Supply System (FGSS) for ship

ISO/DIS 22548 Ship and marine technology - Performance 

test procedure of vessel LNG Fuel Gas Supply System (FGSS)

With increasing numbers of eco-friendly ship orders, these 

standards will be the performance test procedure for LNG 

FGSS. Related industry development will use these standards 

as a technical base. KR can act as technical advisor and will 

secure class approval.

KR is researching operations and suitability of LNG-BV 

reflecting ship owners growing interest and will as ever 

work to provide the best solutions for its customers. 

In 2018, Korea Gas Corporation (CEO Jeong Seung-il) 

and Busan Port Authority (President Woo Ye-jong) signed 

a business agreement for the establishment and vitalization 

of the Busan Port LNG bunkering system on July 5 at the 

headquarters of the Busan Port Authority. The event was 

attended by officials from both companies, including President 

Jung Seung-il of Korea Gas Corporation and President 

Woo Ye-jong of Busan Port Authority.

Through this agreement, the two companies will jointly 

conduct an ‘LNG bunkering business feasibility study’ to 

supply LNG as ship fuel to ships entering Busan Port, which 

will be completed within the first half of next year.

The ‘LNG Bunkering Business Feasibility Study’ to be con-

ducted jointly by the two companies plans to comprehensively 

review the LNG bunkering system and business method 

suitable for Busan Port, including the Floating LNG Bunkering 

Terminal for LNG bunkering. .

Meanwhile, as the International Maritime Organization 

(IMO) in October 2016 regulates the sulfur content of all 

ship fuels sailing on the high seas to 0.5% from 2020, 

demand for LNG as an eco-friendly ship fuel is expected 

to increase. Busan Port is the largest port in Korea and the 

6th largest port in the world (based on the volume of goods 

transported in 2017), and is close to Korea Gas Corporation’s 

Tongyeong LNG base, so it has favourable conditions for 

the development of the LNG bunkering business. In the fu-

ture, if the fuel for ships arriving and departing from Korea 

is gradually converted to LNG, it is expected that fine dust 

emitted from ships in 2030 will be reduced by 2,500 tons, 

about 20% of the standard in 2014.

KOGAS expects that through this event, it will be able to 

come up with more concrete measures to build and revitalize 

LNG bunkering infrastructure in Busan Port by entering 

into an LNG bunkering cooperative relationship with the 

Busan Port Authority. In addition, KOGAS, together with the 

Busan Port Authority and the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and 

Fisheries, has promoted a project to convert port yard 

tractor fuel to LNG since 2015, and has achieved the 

result of converting 107 units as of 2017, and this “Busan 

Port LNG Bunkering Cooperation for “Establishment and 

Revitalization of System” is also expected to be an excellent 

example of collaboration between public enterprises along 

with the expansion of supply of LNG yard tractors

JAPAN

Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc., in a company statement 

has said that NYK Line, ITOCHU ENEX CO., LTD., and 

SAIBU GAS CO., LTD.(hereinafter “the parties”) have 

established a joint venture company, KEYS Bunkering West 

Japan Co., Ltd. (“KEYS”), in February this year and have 

performed considerations with the goal of beginning 

the operation of the liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) fuel 

supply business for ships in Japan’s Kyushu and Setouchi 

regions in the spring of 2024.1

The parties announced today the conclusion of a shipbuilding 

contract for one private vessel for the supply of LNG fuel to 

ships (hereinafter “LNG bunkering vessel”) between KEYS 

and Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Co., Ltd.2 The construction of 

the LNG bunkering vessel is planned to be completed in 

March 2024, and the vessel will become the first LNG 

bunkering vessel operated in West Japan.

For starting the LNG fuel supply business, the parties also 

applied, in January 2022, for support from the subsidy 

program for development of LNG bunkering bases , the 

Ports and Harbours Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transport and Tourism (hereinafter “MLIT”) assistance 

project that supports the establishment of LNG fuel supply 

facilities. The support for this LNG fuel supply business was 

approved on March 4, 2022.3 With the support of the MLIT, 

KEYS will own and manage LNG bunkering vessels and 

implement the LNG fuel supply business.

Through this business, which handles environment-friendly 

LNG fuel, the parties and KEYS will contribute to the reduction 

of greenhouse gas emissions with the goal of realizing a 

carbon-neutral society.4

1 Outline of the joint venture

(1)  Corporate name: KEYS Bunkering West Japan Co., Ltd.

 KEYS is an acronym for Kyushu, Enex, Yusen, and 

Saibu.

(2)  Head office address: Kitakyushu-shi, Fukuoka, Japan

(3)  Representative: Takashi Mitsuyoshi

(4)  Details of business: sales of LNG fuels.

Just as plans proceed afoot, initiatives are also in store for 

LNG bunkering options in some of Japan’s outlying regions. 

Keys Bunkering West is in talks with Mitsubishi Shipbuilding 

for a bunkering vessel slated for a 2023 delivery.

LNG bunkering will be mainly for bulk carriers connecting 

the Japan’s industrial sectors such as refineries, steel mills 

and car manufacturing plants.

Pictures from Korea Register
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The design of LNG carriers has responded to market changes; next it will need to 

reflect dramatic increases in efficiency, details Peter Fitzpatrick, VP, Strategy and Devel-

opment, ABS.

LNG carriers have a relatively short history. Design changes over the years reflect not 

just the concerns of stakeholders but also of what regulators have sought especially in 

areas to battle climate change, and safety and security among others. Challenges in 

having a new type of propulsion system have also triggered calls for a nominal, if not 

whole of system change in crafts of the future. 

Yet in view of the sea change of demands for constant upgrades, alongside what 

terminal infrastructural requirements ask of it, more changes may just be in store for 

LNG craft.  

 

In fact, the LNG carrier of 2030 will need to evolve further, reflecting prevailing in-

dustry trends around the adoption of new technologies and more efficient operations 

to drive lower carbon emissions. Using LNG as fuel puts gas carriers on a clean fuel 

pathway but by 2030, in anticipation of required improvements in EEDI that whole 

marine industry will have to address, we may see some ideas coming to the fore, says 

LNG Industry, a news publication. 

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

The first of these key areas concerns the cargo containment system, highlights 

LNG Industry, as the continued need to reduce boil-off gas (BOG) will be ever 

present as new ideas make the propulsion plant more efficient. Many owners 

have already adopted some sort of reliquefaction, capability but this concept will 

be essential in the LNG carrier of 2030, as dramatic improvements in insulation 

materials are not expected.

THE NEW 

LNG CARRIER

A SPECIAL TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURE

Although slow speed engines may still be the most efficient 

option available, we can expect to see increased adoption 

of shaft generators, batteries and even fuel cells that all 

look to reduce the overall energy demand. Electric propul-

sion has re-emerged as a favourite. The ability to plug and 

play batteries, fuel cells, gas turbines into the ships power 

system will provide additional flexibility.

Though hull forms may not change radically in the next dec-

ade, new ships will have to demonstrate compliance with 

the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI). Ideas to cogitate 

for air lubrication, advanced antifouling can also be seen as 

areas for further scope. 

fFuture gas carriers will be more connected, with increased 

use of smart technologies to collect and process data. This 

will enable a more efficient operation of ‘just in time ship-

ping’ from loading to discharge that looks to maximise 

cargo delivery. 

With further growth in spot trading, ships will need to be 

better connected and make greater use of operational data, 

voyage, and fleet management technology. Connectivity of 

operational technology will also increase to provide more 

inputs to optimise performance and maintenance schedules. 

REGULATORY DRIVERS 

While there is little need for efficiency improvements on new 

LNG orders before 2030, a large improvement – perhaps as 

much 30% – will be needed to comply with tightened EEDI re-

quirements after 2030. To meet IMO emissions reduction tar-

gets requires a downwards trajectory arriving to 70% reduction 

by 2050, though some parts of the industry will go further, 

continued the publication. 

This implies that in 2030 CO2 emissions will need to be re-

duced by 21% compared with today. This might be achieved 

using an advanced waste heat recovery system, a power take-

off system, and a 10% reduction of the power requirement.

Even if the pace of change in LNG vessel design is slower 

in the next 10 years than it was in the previous decade, 

the pace at which technology is changing, combined with 

the increasing number of options becoming available over 

coming years means owners must still be prepared to evalu-

ate and incorporate new techniques and technologies into 

future designs.

These need to be managed with the same focus on safety that 

has defined the LNG carrier market until now. By doing so, it 

should be possible to unleash a new wave of innovation that 

supports the industry’s trajectory towards further increases in 

efficiency and more sustainable operations.

……And there is the need for LNG Bunkering

Pavilion Energy, Gasum and CNOOC Gas and Power Group 

announced the signing of a Heads of Agreement (HoA) for 

strategic collaboration to strengthen a global LNG bunker sup-

ply network for their customers in the world’s top three bun-

kering regions, i.e. Singapore, North West Europe (including 

Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Antwerp), as well as China coastal 

areas. The agreement, announced by Pavillion will allow the 

three parties to leverage on one another’s local expertise, 

strong logistics capabilities, and in-depth experience in LNG 

bunkering operations to bring ease, efficiency, and operational 

flexibility across global supply points to customers.  

The HoA aims to establish central links across the West and 

East in key LNG-bunker ready ports that include the Baltic and 

North Sea ECA (North West Europe); key Chinese ports such 

as Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Ningbo; as well as Singapore.  

This agreement follows an extension of Pavilion Energy’s part-

nership with Gasum in October 2020 to develop an LNG bun-

ker supply network for both its customers in Singapore and 

Northern Europe. CNOOC’s latest participation will boost this 

industry alliance and further encourages the uptake of LNG 

as a cleaner marine fuel, in line with the maritime industry’s 

decarbonisation efforts, as well as the International Maritime 

Organisation’s agenda to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

Mr. Alan Heng, Group CEO of Pavilion Energy, said, “Pavilion 

Energy is very pleased to deepen our cooperation with Gasum 

and at the same time, for the opportunity to also collaborate 

with another world class partner CNOOC, to complement our 

existing networks. The synergies of our operations will further 

facilitate customers’ access and demand for efficient, competi-

tive, and optimised LNG bunkering solutions.”

Pavilion Energy is a pioneer in developing LNG bunkering for 

the maritime industry in Singapore and advocates for LNG as a 

cleaner marine fuel. Sealing this latest partnership agreement 

comes after a naming ceremony held on 4 October for its first 

dedicated LNG Bunker Vessel Newbuild – the Brassavola – and 

currently Singapore’s largest LNG bunker vessel for use in the 
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Port of Singapore. It is slated for operation early next year.

Mr. Mika Wiljanen, CEO of Gasum, stated, “We at Gasum 

are very happy about this partnership with Pavilion Energy 

and CNOOC, not only because it expands our geographical 

reach and broadens our offering, but this agreement is also 

an excellent example of the kind of global collaboration that 

is needed to achieve a carbon-neutral future – no company 

can do this alone. The purpose of Gasum is to help our 

customers and partners transition towards cleaner energy 

and we see LNG as a very important stepping stone in 

decarbonising the maritime industry.” 

As the biggest distributor of LNG in Northern Europe, Gasum 

is strengthening the position of LNG in North West Europe and 

the Nordics, in accordance with the EU strategy for LNG. In 

2021 Gasum performed over 1,300 ship-to-ship and truck-to-

ship deliveries of LNG through its complete value chain which 

serves the distribution of both liquefied natural gas and lique-

fied biogas (LBG).

“CNOOC Gas and Power Group is thrilled to partner 

with Pavilion Energy and Gasum to develop LNG bunkering 

business. This tripartite cooperation is a crucial measure for 

CNOOC Gas and Power Group to develop a world-wide LNG 

bunkering supply network and it hopes to promote cooperatives 

in facilitating a low-carbon future at sea,” said Mr. Rongwang 

ZHANG, Vice President General Counsel & Chief Compliance 

Officer of CNOOC Gas and Power Group. 

As the largest LNG importer in China, CNOOC Gas and Power 

Group has created a fully integrated LNG industry chain into 

China, directly connecting upstream resources, transportation, 

and trading with downstream natural gas customers. The com-

pany has also taken several firm steps to build international 

LNG bunkering infrastructures alongside China’s coastal areas 

and is committed to providing integrated bunker solutions for 

global customers. 

Pavilion Energy and Mitsui O.S.K Lines (MOL) held a ship 

naming ceremony today at Sembcorp Marine’s flagship 

Tuas Boulevard Yard. The Singapore-flagged vessel was 

named Brassavola, after a species of orchid (orchids being 

the national flower of Singapore) by our Lady Sponsor Mrs. 

Pamela Heng, spouse of Pavilion Energy’s Group Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO), Mr. Alan Heng.

Brassavola sets many firsts! Measuring 116.5m in length and 

22.0m in width with a capacity of 12,000m3, it is Singapore’s 

largest vessel of its kind to be built locally. The ship is also 

the first newbuild LNG Bunker Vessel for Pavilion Energy and 

Sembcorp Marine’s first LNG bunker vessel construction 

project.  When launched into operation, it will be the largest 

LNG bunker vessel in service in the Port of Singapore.

The vessel features two GTT Mark III Flex membrane tanks, 

known for its superior characteristics including lower inter-

nal pressure, temperature and boil-off rate; which translates 

into greater tank durability, safer fuel transfer operations and 

reduced cargo loss through evaporation. The twin membrane 

tanks also weigh less and occupy less ship space, allowing 

the vessel to carry more cargo and consume less fuel during 

transportation. For cleaner propulsion, the bunker vessel will 

have dual-fuel engines running on LNG or marine diesel oil.

The vessel is scheduled to be operational in the first quarter 

of 2023. Brassavola’s size and length specification enhances 

operational flexibility and maneuverability. Leveraging state-of-

the-art technology, which include superior loading and bunker-

ing rate up of up to 2,000m3 per hour, mass flow metering and 

online Gas Chromatograph systems, the vessel offers custom-

ers higher operational efficiency and faster bunkering turnover.

At the same time, its on-board reliquefaction technology al-

lows for more efficient boil-off gas management which helps 

cut wastage and reduce carbon emissions.

Brassavola is owned by Indah Singa Maritime Pte. Ltd. which 

is a wholly owned subsidiary of MOL and will be chartered by 

Pavilion LNG Bunker I Pte. Ltd., a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Pavilion Energy. Brassavola will be employed by Pavilion Energy 

to supply LNG bunker in the Port of Singapore. Under a long-

term agreement with Pavilion Energy, TotalEnergies Marine Fu-

els will also be employing Brassavola to supply LNG bunker 

to its customers. TotalEnergies Marine Fuels is TotalEnergies’ 

dedicated business unit in charge of its worldwide bunkering 

activities. Pavilion Energy and TotalEnergies Marine Fuels are 

among three licensed suppliers of LNG bunker fuels in the Port 

of Singapore.

Captain M Segar, Assistant Chief Executive (Operations) of the 

Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore, was present to grace 

the naming ceremony. He said, “We look forward to having 

Brassavola join our bunkering fleet, as the Port of Singapore 

continues to build up our capability as an LNG bunkering hub 

to help the maritime industry in its decarbonisation journey.”

Mr. Kenta Matsuzaka, Senior Managing Executive Officer 

of MOL said, “I would like to express my sincere gratitude 

to all the people involved in this project. Brassavola is the 

very first LNG Bunkering Vessel constructed in Singapore. 

It is our great honor to take part in the transition from tra-

ditional heavy fuel oil by providing the capacity for vessels 

to use LNG as fuel, which immediately contributes to the 

reduction of GHG emission.”

Mr. Alan Heng, Group CEO of Pavilion Energy said, “The nam-

ing of the Brassavola marks a joyous milestone in our quest 

for cleaner and more responsible marine bunkering solutions 

in the Port of Singapore and beyond. The Brassavola will play 

a pivotal role in Singapore’s decarbonisation of its maritime 

industry and provide greater flexibility, efficiency and trans-

parency to our customers. As the homegrown global energy 

merchant, we will advance with Singapore to achieve the Inter-

national Maritime Organization’s 2030 target to lower carbon 

emissions and build a cleaner future for generations to come.” 

Ms. Louise Tricoire, Vice President of TotalEnergies Marine 

Fuels said, “We are delighted to witness this momentous 

milestone together with our partners today, and to move 

another step closer to commencing our LNG bunkering services 

in Singapore, the world-leading bunker hub and a frontrunner 

in green shipping. The Brassavola exemplifies TotalEnergies’ 

resolution to support our shipping customers’ decarbonisation 

ambition and to contribute to the country’s long-term strategies 

to build a sustainable Maritime Singapore. We eagerly await 

her imminent operational deployment and to offer our expand-

ed supply network of this cleaner marine fuel, to LNG-powered 

vessels that call at Singapore, Rotterdam and Marseille.”

Mr. Wong Weng Sun, President & CEO of Sembcorp Marine 

said, “Sembcorp Marine is delighted to be able to collaborate 

with MOL and Pavilion Energy to play a part in contributing to 

Singapore’s strategy on climate change and decarbonisation, 

and the International Maritime Organization’s strategy to halve 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. The fulfilment of this 

project dovetails with Sembcorp Marine’s sustainability ethos, 

as well as the Group’s diversification into the renewable and 

clean energy industries.”

Picture from Pavilion Energy shows the christening of the Brassavola
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The air quality at Kwai Chung and Tsim Sha Tsui could be 
worst hit by ship pollutants, researchers behind a five-year 
study by Civic Exchange aver. 

Research Gate, a research consultancy says that shipping-
related PM emissions are responsible for approximately 
60,000 cardiopulmonary and lung cancer deaths annually, 
with most deaths occurring near coastlines in Europe, East 
Asia, and South Asia. 

Though it has often been touted that maritime shipping 
contributes to some three percent of pollution across the 
globe, initiatives such as the Energy Efficiency Index (EEXI) 
and Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII), must be lauded for their 
nobility of purpose and the steps taken to assiduously battle 
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions from ships.

ZEOLITE, TO THE RESCUE

Yet for all the supposed ‘wonders’ and promises behind LNG 
and its vaunted properties, it remains as a fossil fuel. It is 
only clean to a degree and methane slippage during ship to 
ship transfer is a problem that is far from contained. LNG, 
in other words is toxic! It is highly inflammable. It is not 
renewable energy and will die out when upstream explorations 
come to a nought. It emits greenhouse gas emissions from 
its methane compositions. Its storage is expensive and even 
dearer, are its pipelines. 

“Methane is a far more potent greenhouse gas than carbon 
dioxide”, according to Tushar Poddar, a principal consultant 
when speaking at the 6th LNG Clean and Marine Fuel Forum 
in Singapore.

Methane has been justifiably ‘vilified’ in just about every 
quarter around the world. And, lo and behold, the harm 
caused by methane cannot be overstated enough. A tonne 
of methane released into the atmosphere generates green-
house warming to the tune of about 80 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide, said The Economist. 

“Leaks of methane substantially [increases] the amount of 
warming associated with using natural gas”, declared the 
same publication, in an assertive stance.

Still for all that has been said and done, methane emissions 
are more pronounced in smaller lighter craft that lack the 
kind liquefactions found in bigger, larger vessels, claimed a 
naval architect close to SeaTech Solutions, and who spoke on 
condition of anonymity. 

It, therefore, is in that realm of smaller, lighter craft where 
the crux of the problem in methane emissions abound. 

Of the hundreds of thousands of smaller craft in the world, 
none could quite conceivably afford the huge budgets 
needed for liquefaction. They may either need to fire the gas 
from the shore based facilities and right into the engines, 
or course along with the unburned gas complete with all its 
greenhouse gas emitting hydrocarbons that includes methane, 
butane, and propane etc.

As matters go, and with such a toxic brew of noxious gases 
on board, there has never been a single entity espousing the 
use of zeolite; a kind of clay found in abundance. Zeolite is 
so inexpensive and treating it in small amounts of copper 
makes the material so very effective in absorbing methane 
from the air, even at extremely low concentrations. 

Even as the concept appears rudimentary in its application, 
tiny particles of a copper enhanced material can be packed 
into a reaction tube, which can then be heated from the 
outside as the stream of gas with methane levels ranging 
from just 2 parts per million – or up to 2 percent – flow 
through the tube. That range covers everything that might 
exist in the atmosphere, down to sub flammable levels that 
cannot be burned or flared directly, according to an article 
that was part of Centre for Nature and Climate and Shaping 
the Future of Energy, Materials, and Infrastructure, which 
appeared over the World Economic Forum website. 

The findings, in any case, were originally described in the 
journal ACS Environment Au, by doctoral student Rebecca 
Brenneis, Associate Professor Desiree Plata and two others.
 
If zeolite is indeed the supposed ‘saviour’ that it has been 
touted to be, the simplest way for smaller craft lacking in 
liquefaction is to have it ‘grafted’ over them. 

However, the real challenge is on how to get the technologies 
for oxidising methane at concentrations well below those 
used in flares and thermal oxidisers. 

If that can be pulled off, the methane imbroglio could well 
be mitigated.

DON’T BLINK.

METHANE CAN BE 
CONTAINED

Often than not, we have heard of the properties of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and 
how it has been touted as the next best alternative to bunker fuel. 

Not since the first LNG shipment in 1959 on board left the Calcasieu River on 
the Louisiana Gulf coast on in 1959 has the fossil fuel undergone a massive 
metamorphosis. Then it 1959, the cargo sailed to the United Kingdom. 

The vessel that carried the cargo was the Methane Princess which continued with 
its run of shipments until it was scrapped in 1997. 

Since of those pioneering days, the fossil fuel has indeed undergone a massive 
metamorphosis.

In all fairness, LNG does confer benefits compared to present-day soot emitting 
bunker fuel. LNG is clean, does not emit toxins like bunker fuel and is colourless. 

Bunker fuel on the other hand, is a by-product caused by the refining of crude oil and 
whether it is in Low Sulphur Fuel Oil, High Sulphur Fuel Oil or Low Sulphur Marine Gas 
Oil, it has been proven to be toxic, for it is nothing more than the toxic end of refined 
petroleum, replete with all its pollutants and floating toxicity.
 
The sulphur in bunker fuel is hazardous, It causes acid rain, which is harmful to plants 
and vegetation and are triggers for asthma and causes thousands of premature 
deaths around the world.

Hong Kong, one of the world’s busiest ports has suffered the worst from ship emissions 
in the Pearl River Delta. In 2012, the territory’s widely distributing broadsheet, The 
South China Morning Post, reported that Hong Kong suffered the most from ship 
emissions in the Pearl River Delta, with locals accounting for 75 per cent of deaths 
related to sulphur dioxide released from vessels, a think tank found.

SPECIAL FEATURE 

Photo: Unsplash  - ASmaVyS4AZM

By Jaya Prakash
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The naming ceremony for Brassavola at Sembcorp Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard on Oct 4, 2022. PHOTO: SEMBCORP MARINE

PROJECT NEWS

S’PORE LOOKING AT 
EXPANSION OF

LNG AND BIOFUEL 
BUNKERING 

OPERATIONS IN PORT

SINGAPORE - Singapore plans to grow its liquefied natural gas (LNG) bunkering 
capabilities and expand the use of biofuels for ship refuelling at its port, said Mr 
Chee Hong Tat, Senior Minister of State for Transport on Wednesday.

He said that the Republic backed LNG as the transition fuel of choice to help it achieve 
its ambitious carbon emissions goals.

Singapore wants to achieve net-zero goals by 2050. In September, the National 
Climate Change Secretariat said the Republic is deciding whether to raise its 2030 
climate target to support the longer-term goal.

“Growing confidence in LNG as a marine fuel is reflected by the existing order 
book, with approximately 30 per cent of the gross tonnage on order being LNG 

dual-fuelled or LNG capable,” Mr Chee said at the 22nd 
Singapore International Bunkering Conference at the Resorts 
World Convention Centre.

About 1,800 delegates from 45 countries are attending the 
two-day conference, which ends on Thursday.

Mr Chee acknowledged that while LNG was not a zero 
emissions fuel, he said that there was already significant 
funding being channelled towards research and development 
to address methane emissions.

As LNG is better than the traditional bunker fuel, the approach 
Singapore is taking is not to “let perfect be the enemy of good”, 
and to still explore and do research on other fuels such as 
hydrogen ,ammonia and methanol, even though they are not 
quite commercially feasible at this stage, he said. 

He added that LNG has the potential to achieve even greater 
reduction in emissions through bio-LNG or synthetic LNG, 
noting that SEA-LNG - a multi-sector industry coalition 
established to demonstrate LNG’S benefits as a viable 
marine fuel - and Singapore’s Maritime Energy and Sustainable 
Development Centre will be launching its study and findings 
during the conference.

Mr Chee said Singapore had completed a total of 24 ship-
to-ship LNG bunkering operations in 2021 and was expected 
to expand with the launch of Singapore’s second LNG 
bunkering vessel. 

The Singapore-flagged vessel Brassavola is 116.5m long 
and 22m wide and has a capacity of 12,000 cubic metres. It 
is owned by Mitsui O.S.K Lines (MOL) subsidiary Indah Singa 
Maritime and will be chartered by Pavilion LNG Bunker I, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Pavilion Energy.

“When launched into operation in 1Q 2023, Brassavola will be 

Singapore’s largest LNG bunker vessel,” Pavilion Energy and 
MOL said.

The vessel will be employed by Pavilion Energy to supply LNG 
bunkers in the port of Singapore, the world’s top bunkering 
port, the companies said.

TotalEnergies Marine Fuels will also be employing Brassavola to 
supply LNG bunkers to its customers via a long-term agreement 
with Pavilion Energy.

Major shipowners, including CMA CGM and BHP Group, are 
already using LNG for part of their fleet to cut emissions, 
although the price of the fuel, primarily used for power 
generation, has spiked because of disruptions to Russian gas 
supply to Europe following the Ukraine war.

In her keynote address at the conference Ms Aw Kah Peng, 
Chairman of Shell Companies in Singapore, said LNG was 
the lowest carbon emitting fuel that was available today, and 
that the energy giant, which now operates in 15 LNG bunker 
locations across three continents with 12 LNG bunkering 
vessels, was committed to expanding its network and building 
the business even further.

Besides LNG, Mr Chee said Singapore was also pushing ahead 
to expand the use of biofuels in ship refuelling in the port. 
He said that 70,000 tonnes of biofuel had been supplied in 
Singapore across more than 40 biofuel bunkering operations 
to date.

Mr Chee said the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore and 
other agencies had developed a provisional national quality 
standard for marine biofuel to support the development of 
biofuel bunkering.

As part of a trial, he said harbour craft in operation within the 
Republic’s port are using biofuels for bunkers.

Singapore backs LNG as the transition fuel of choice to help it achieve its carbon 
emissions goals.  PHOTO: REUTERS
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PROJECT NEWS

LNG BUNKERING 
GETS ON IN SABAH

PETRONAS, through PETRONAS Marine brand, has conducted its first LNG 
bunkering operation in Sabah via its dedicated LNG Bunker Vessel (LBV), MV 
Avenir Advantage.

The LNG bunkering for HL Green, the world’s largest 180,000-tonne LNG-powered 
vessel, was carried out 12 nautical miles from Sandakan Port. The successful 
operation was an internal collaborative effort between PETRONAS Marine, PETRONAS 
Energy & Gas Trading Sdn Bhd and PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad, and their 
external partner Sabah Ports Sdn Bhd.

The Sandakan Port is strategically positioned at the international maritime trade route 
between Australia and Asia’s leading manufacturing hubs such as Japan, South Ko-
rea and China, making it an ideal location for PETRONAS to provide LNG bunkering 
to the trading vessels plying this route.

Commenting on the milestone, Head of PETRONAS Marine, Emry Mohd Tamrin said, 
“Along with our previous operations at Port Klang in Selangor and Sungai Udang Port 
in Melaka, this latest effort signifies a major step towards developing Malaysia as an 
LNG bunkering hub. It also further solidifies PETRONAS Marine’s presence as a one-
stop marine solutions partner providing cost-competitive cleaner fuels and reliable 
services to meet the energy demands of its customers sustainably.”

He added that this LNG bunkering solution underscores PETRONAS’ efforts to drive 
greater use of LNG as a cleaner and economically competitive source of energy 
in the marine industry, as well as to support concerted efforts by the International 
Maritime Organization in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from shipping activities. 

The MV Avenir Advantage is PETRONAS’ first dedicated LBV serving customers 
in Southeast Asia. With 7,500 cubic metres in capacity, it is poised to play an 
instrumental role to further promote LNG as a cleaner marine fuel in the region.
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• Asian Upstream Outlook
• Carbon Levy and LNG Pricing

Theme : Renewable Energy - Multiple Renewable Fuels and 
Offshore Wind

• Outlook For Wind Farms 2023
• Renewable Fuels
• Vietnam Country Report
• Environmental Standards 

Theme : Marine Propulsion

• Energy Storage Systems
• Fuels for marine propulsion
• Fuel Cell Propulsion: Is It The Future
• Decarbonisation and Energy Demand
• Petromin DP Asia
• Green Dynamic Positioning 

JANUARY/MARCH     Ad Closing: 15 Feb | Material Due: 1 Mar

APRIL/JUNE               Ad Closing: 15 May | Material Due: 1 Jun

JULY/SEPTEMBER          Ad Closing: 15 Aug | Material Due: 1 Sep

Theme : Nuclear Energy with safety procedures is a 
viable alternative 

• Will Small Modular Reactors Be A New Force
• Security Implications in Nuclear Fuel
• Handing Nuclear Waste
• Can Thorium Be A Game Changer

OCTOBER/DECEMBER   Ad Closing: 15 Nov | Material Due: 1 Dec
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LNG BUNKERING 
IS ‘FETED’ 

Like a narcotic that one cannot get enough of, LNG is that much addictive!

But its addiction is that is a sexy subject to talk about just like when there was piracy 
or rising freight rates.

Its addiction comes not just from the way the gas is viewed as a valuable resource but 
the gas itself suffers from a reputational ‘crisis’. And that reputation comes not from it 
being a gas alone, why can’t anybody address its methane composition and counsel 
ways to contain it?

Why call it liquefied natural gas when a better appellation could well have been 
liquefied ‘noxious’ gas. Is methane a very sexy commodity that we cannot leave 
home without?

Has it become the next greatest attraction than what the American public has for its 
one-time ‘trapeze artist’ president, Donald J Trump?  I have never stopped wondering 
why his mother did not abort him when she was pregnant!

The world as we now know it, would have been different just like if we can also 
‘abort’ methane. 

Is that what we are addicted to – methane!!

If it is, then we better leave home without it. Methane has been cited as the key cause 
of carbon dioxide gas emissions, and yet nobody cares much about it except to say 
that it the alternative to the soot formed by bunker. 

We now have a very toxic brew. Methane, LNG, and that unexplained addiction for 
Donald J Trump! Just why? Why do we need to have people and commodities we do 
not want? Haven’t we have had problems galore to grapple with? 

The thing about education is that we cannot sometimes step out of an ignorance 
that is replete with facts of an ill-advised move.

Let’s us welcome and ring in Liquefied Noxious Gas (LNG)!!

THE COLUMN

Picture from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

YOUR FEEDBACK 
MEANS EVERYTHING

Unless you are living in an autocracy or dictatorship where your opinions do not 
matter the least bit, you can ignore this page.

But please do not ignore, even as there may not be the midnight knock on your 
door, as had always been the case in places and nations which do not respect the 
right of free speech, opinions and comments meant to elevate our sense of collective 
responsibility, and how the dissemination of alternative viewpoints are all about raising 
collective and responsible debate.

So, ‘Yes’, with a big capital Y. We welcome your views; wholly, substantially, and not 
incrementally. Those views must generate a deeper understanding of the issues at play 
such that debate, knowledge and wisdom is concurrently, elevated.

It is that key differential separating the world of free choice from the world of no 
choice. It is choice that a learned citizenry continually needs such that it never stops 
learning, never stops informing and is always informed in the best possible way 
possible that its learning continues the journey of discovery upon discoveries.

Even so, let us also not forget that Free Speech is forever Free! It has never been and 
never will be because as always has been the case, being free comes with a measured 
degree of responsibilities that sometimes can rightly or wrongly, manifest as societal 
disapproval, a legal injunction or worse still, even as both.

Neither of that is desirable, meaning societal disapproval and legal injunctions. For 
all too often, what would count as innocuous opinions may not just receive the same 
rendering in a wholly different setting. It becomes fodder for open debate. And debate 
is what this column of our publication is all about.

It is for you to agree, disagree, agree to disagree, disagree about agreements, argue, 
counter argue, posit a thesis, posit an antithesis, posit a synthesis, and love to hate 
what some would keep loving. So, this is for you. A page and a place for you to air 
views and opinions and agree or disagree with us on what you feel about the 
articles that you read or wish to read.  

All you need to do is drop me a line at editor@mediacomz.com and I will be so 
very morally obliged.

COMMENTING ALOUD
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This information is supplied ‘as is’. While every attempt has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of such information, the publisher does not accept responsibility for any loss 
or damage attributable to errors or omissions. Organisers are advised to check the 
information and to notify the magazine of any such errors or omissions. If email is 
available, please also provide e-mail address. This listing is a free service to Petromin 

Fuels & Power readers. To have your conference or exhibition listed please post, 
fax or email details to Mary at mary@mediacomz.com. For latest information. 

Log onto www.petrominonline.com & click on ‘Events Calendar’.
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Singapore 609964
Tel: 65-6222 3422  Fax: 65-6222 5587
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Email: marketing@mediacomz.com
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3 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MARCH 2023

12th RAMPS 2023 and
4th Tank Terminal Tech Asia 2023
8 March 2023, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia
Contact: Mary Dela Pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com 

APRIL 2023

3rd Marine & Offshore Congress 
2023
20 April 2023, Singapore
Contact: Mary Dela Pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com 

Marine Electrification Seminar
21 April 2023, Singapore
Contact: Mary Dela Pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com 

JUNE 2023

The 8th PhilMarine 2023
20 – 23 June, 2023
SMX Convention Center Manila,
Mall of Asia Complex
Pasay City, Philippines
Contact: Abigael Lamparas
Email: Abigael@asiafireworks.com
Tel: +639178198830
Website: www.philmarine.com

10th Dynamic Positioning Asia 
Conference & Exhibitions 2023 
June 2023, Singapore
Contact: Mary Dela Pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com

JULY 2023

Vietnam International Marine 
Offshore Expo (VIMOX) 2023

5-7 July, 2023
National Exhibition Construction 
Centre (NECC) Hanoi, Vietnam
Contact: Ivy Phan
Tel: +84 906309178
Email: info@fireworksviet.com
Website: https://marine-vietnam.com 

7th LNG & Clean Marine Fuel Forum 
2023
July 2023, Singapore
Contact: Mary Dela Pena
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com 

OCTOBER 2023

Oil & Gas Vietnam Expo (OGAV) 
2023
25-27 October 2023, 
Pullman Conference Centre and 
Events, Vung Tau Province, Vietnam
Contact: Ivy Phan
Tel: +84 906309178
Email: ivy@fireworksviet.com
Website: https://oilgasvietnam.com

OUR 2023 EVENTS

11th Reliability, Asset Management 
& Process Safety (RAMPS) Asia 
Conference 

4th Tank & Terminal Tech Asia 
(TTTA) 2023

3rd Marine & Offshore Congress 
2023

7th LNG & Clean Marine Fuel 
Forum 2023

11th DP Asia 2023

Contact: Mary
Tel: +65 6222 3422
Email: mary@mediacomz.com
Website: www.mediacomz.com
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2021

POWERFUL HERITAGE. BRIGHT FUTURE.
With the founding of SCHOTTEL in 1921 and the invention of the rudder propeller in 1950, 
Josef Becker laid the foundation for SCHOTTEL‘s development into one of the world‘s 
leading manufacturers of marine propulsion systems. Decades of expertise in the field of 
propulsion combined with state-of-the-art technologies enable SCHOTTEL to offer a wide 
range of innovative and forward-looking products and services.
Your local contact since 1973: SCHOTTEL Far East 
www.schottel.com | info@schottel.com.sg

YOUR PROPULSION EXPERTS
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